
Foliar Fertilizer Applications at High Rates to Track
Tissue Test and Yield ( 20-507b )
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• Sure-K applications increased leaf tissue K, but higher rates did not produce higher tissue
levels. The rates above 2 gal/A were higher than is normally applied because in the past,
tissue K increases haven't been consistent.  There was a yield increase with higher rates.
• Manganese rates were higher than usual, and they did show a linear increase in tissue
level with application rate at the first sampling. All levels decreased by the second. Where
did it go?  Unfortunately these plots were not harvested for yield.
• Unfortunately the early B samples were not collected. But the highest plot yield was with a
1 qt/A application, which is higher than is normally applied.

Make foliar fertilizer applications to soybeans and track tissue test levels and yield.
Foliar fertilization to soybeans challenge because sometimes they result in a yield response
and sometimes they don't. Foliars have been long-researched at the NCRS, But there has
not been a consistent monitoring of tissue test levels following application. Sometimes there
is a demonstrated increase of a particular nutrient and sometimes not. This particular
experiment was set up as a non-replicated demonstration test to utilize some unused plots of
another experiment. Applications of treatments were to single plots, but the plots were laid
out in succession and were uniform. It was hoped that there would be some findings to
warrant further testing. Unfortunately since this was not a typical replicated plot test, there
was some miscommunication during harvest and the Mn treatments were missed, and a
harvest error on another. But there were some interesting findings worth reporting.
Research of these treatments will be expanded in 2021 with a full replicated plot experiment.
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